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ABSTRACT
For Artificial Intelligence (AI) with the development of modern science and technology, mechanical product design
has become a major object of study scholars. This article is the research (CBR) approach to reasoning: first
forming machinery products categories namely functional parameters, size parameters, create an instance of the
database for storage. Then according to the design of the user associated with gray requests to search similar
instances in the instance matching library, find a few examples of high similarity. Then use the modified immune
genetic algorithm instance, improving t he similarity similar instances, close to the ideal product design to user
needs. The obtained results are stored in the instance of the library, expand the instance library. Finally, an
example of CNC machine tool spindle design platform established, indicating the effectiveness of case-based
reasoning approach.
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INTRODUCTION
As in recent years the prevalence of knowledge product conceptual design, design for mechanical products is paid
more and more attention, in which case based reasoning (Case Based Reasoning, CBR) a design inference algorithm
is developed, its principle is to design a successful example of creating the instance base as the basis for reasoning
by analogy,, examples from many successful examples of selection and the current user input for the most similar to
the selected examples, and can not meet the requirements of case parameters are modified, eventually formed a new
design products and stored in the case base. The key problem is the success of the past practice example and
experience to solve new problems, which directly design examples by using the old reasoning, thus greatly reducing
the workload of acquiring knowledge.
1. Overview and analysis of case reasoning
1.1 Composition of case-based reasoning
A CBR system consists of case base, case retrieval, case modification, matching instance storage four core system,
as shown in fig 1.1:
Successful example of storage application in the library, provide problem solving a series of similar examples, is a
system for the past experience of new issues summary. According to the customer the description of the problem,
the system according to the similarity matching mechanism to search several examples similar to the current
problems from the case base of grey correlation, if the instance retrieval to meet the needs of customers directly
output the results, or according to the description of system problems of the application of case modification based
on genetic algorithm, modified to meet the problem described answers to the retrieval results, and the modified
results as a new instance in the case base is expanded in a case library.
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Fig 1.1 The structure of CBR system

1.2 Establishing case base
Case library directly affects the instance seized by matching and efficiency, so creating method in case based
reasoning in the case library has become the key and precondition of study. We use the extension method is used to
divide the instance, the instance name is M , the feature name is a and three tuple values about M , a , b as
shown in formula (1):

Q  ( M , a, b)

（1）

Q is the matter element. Because one thing may have multiple characteristics, The case of M have some features
like

a1 , a 2 ,, a n and The number of the corresponding value is b1 , b2 ,, bn , the multidimensional matter

element can be expressed as:

M
Q


a1 an 

b1 bn 

（2）

The spindle as an example we built two databases (1) such as various physical characteristics of spindle and
parameters: rotation accuracy, speed etc. (2) the important dimensions and parameters of each spindle has.
1.3 The case retrieval match
The case retrieval matching is described according to the given problem, and use effective search algorithm, the
search from the instance database to similar examples. In this platform, the spindle as an example according to the
physical characteristics use grey correlation search the most similar case what the users to describe. Retrieval have
two aspects (1) To determine the weight. (2) The computation of similarity.
1.3.1 To determine the weight
Because the degree of mechanical products of various parts of different we use weights to distinguish between
primary and secondary parts before, the platform adopts variation coefficient method to calculate the corresponding
weights of each physical characteristics. The basic procedure of this method is: in the evaluation of the
corresponding parts in the system, the greater the difference between the parameters of the parts, it is more difficult
to implement parts, so evaluation can reflect the differences of the evaluated object.
1.3.2 The computation of similarity
(1) Normalization
A case feature attribute different numerical has different dimensions, namely, the corresponding number level will
vary greatly, for the convenience of calculation, need to be normalized. Specific approach is parametric attributes
corresponding to the 0.001 orders of magnitude of *1000, while the 1000 orders of magnitude in *0.001. Through
the processing method of the reasonable choice of the dimension above, so that different feature vectors have the
same order of magnitude.
(2) Calculation of gray similarity matrix
(3) Grey distance calculation problems in each instance parameters and question
(4) In n-dimensional space, according to the Euclidean distance formula, get the gray distance
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(5) In the whole n-dimensional index spaces composite gray similarity problems and examples
By the above steps can be matched to retrieve other dimension parameters of several similar examples and similarity
while the output of each instance of the corresponding.
1.4Modification of case
Search out the similar case can not ensure that each part to meet customer requirements, so we get the similarity
examples and give users the principle problem using genetic algorithm modification of case. Modify the steps are as
follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Select the first four similar examples as the initial population
Choice: The roulette wheel selection
Cross: By using the convex combination of crossover operator
Mutation: Examples of parameters and corresponding adjacent divide two
End condition: Genetic algebra with 100, is the end, not to the (2)

1.5Examples of storage
After that, we will meet the instance of user requirements for storage, added to the case base for the next call.
Storage mode is still in accordance with the case library created division for example.
2 CNC machine tool spindle design case reasoning
Spindle design is an important part of NC machine tool design , selection directly affects the working efficiency of
NC machine tool. The relevant parameters related to it are rotary accuracy, speed, power and so on. Case based
reasoning method using the successful experience and examples of the design process so as to improve the
efficiency of product design based on.
2.1 Create the CNC machine tool spindle case library
In this paper, the CNC machine tool spindle case base is divided into two parts: The main function of case library
(Principal_Fuction) and Parameters of case library (Principal_Size) as shown in Fig:2.1 and 2.2

Fig 2.1 The main function of case library
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Fig 2.2 Parameters of case library

The numbered instance name is A1、 A2、 A3、
、 A11 .Function parameters corresponding name is rotary
precision （ Accuracy ） , speed （ Speed ） , power （ Power ） , average diameter （ Average ） , bore diameter
（InnerDiameter）.
2.2 Examples of CNC machine tool spindle retrieval
CNC machine tool spindle design based on case based reasoning .First It needs according to the user input
parameters and the corresponding weight value(or the system by default values) as shown in fig 2.3 the case based
reasoning interface.

Fig 2.3 the case based reasoning interface

The system uses the default value, when the user input parameters and click the search program as shown in fig 2.4:
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Fig 2.4 case retrieval results

As shown in search of similarity of each instance of the corresponding, click each instance will show the selection
function and the parameters of the corresponding examples of user-friendly.
2.3 Examples of CNC machine tool spindle modification
According to the instance store user input and case base of comparison will find the difference, which is similar to
the example will not meet the needs of users and unreasonable parameters, so the system must be further examples
of modified operation. As show in fig 2.5:
The modified instance similarity increased to 0.989, in fact, size parameters, use the matching the most similar case
from the case that the parameters of the A2.
2.4 Storage of NC machine tool spindle examples
Modified instance to meet customer demand, fill in the instance name and then click "save examples", a new
instance will have saved to expand and enrich the case base capacity, product design to facilitate in the next.

Fig 2.5 case modification

CONCLUSION
In this paper, based on artificial intelligence (AI) design and development needs, and understanding the design of
mechanical products, the case-based reasoning (CBR) with the principle and the process, proposed the extension
matter-element detailed division of case combining the modified of basing on genetic algorithm with grey
correlation matching search. Firstly, successful examples of existing are divided and stored in case base, the design
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of user requirements by case-based reasoning matching search to find similar examples, and then to the search does
not meet the design requirements of similar cases modification of case, finally, it will be modified with examples of
storage. In this paper, through the establishment of CNC lathe spindle design platform to verify the case based
reasoning algorithm is effective and practical.
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